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1

In accordance with the terms of Neustar’s National Pooling Administration contract and our
constant effort to provide the best support and value to both the FCC and the
telecommunications industry, Neustar, as the National Pooling Administrator (PA) hereby
submits this change order proposal to the FCC.
In this change order proposal, the PA addresses a suggestion made by external users of the
Routing Number Administration System (RNAS) as set forth below, consistent with the terms of
our contract. We respectfully request that the FCC review and approve the proposal.

1

Proposed Enhancement

Currently, service provider users and service provider consultant users submit individual
new p‐ANI requests via the GUI in RNAS. Users have requested that the RNA provide a
way for service providers to submit large numbers of new p‐ANI requests in a more
efficient manner. The RNA has concluded that this enhancement would benefit multiple
users of the RNAS.

2

Proposed Solution

To implement the requested enhancement, RNAS will be modified to enable service provider
users and service provider consultant users to submit mass new p‐ANI requests via Excel,
similar to the process in place for mass modifies and mass returns. The p‐ANI Administrator
would upload the Excel file into RNAS, which would result in Part 3 work items for the p‐ANI
Administrator to process.

3

Assumptions and Risks

Part of the Pooling Administrator’s assessment of this change order is to identify the associated
assumptions and consider the risks that can have an impact on our operations.
This change order affects the system and not our day‐to‐day operations. It does not pose any
risks.

4

Cost

In developing this proposal, Neustar has considered the costs associated with implementing the
proposed solution, including the resources required to complete discrete milestones on the
timeline for implementation.
The cost of modifying the RNAS to conform to the requested change will be
1
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